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RECOMMENDED STEPS FOR PROPER SEMIAUTOMATIC KEY ADJUSTMENT 
 
 
The semiautomatic key, commonly known as the “Bug” has earned a poor reputation amongst 
the Amateur Radio community due to improper use.  Unlike the electronic keyer, the bug must 
be set-up carefully and manipulated in a far different manner in order to make good readable 
code.  A slight investment in time at the outset of learning the proper use of a semiautomatic key 
will result in code that’s a pleasure to hear on any communications circuit. 

 
The following information was assembled not only from the author’s personal experiences, but 
from a number of different resources including: 

• The Department of Defense (US Army Signal Corps) 
• Western Union Telegraph Company 
• Grand Trunk Railroad 
•  

Please take advantage of this information before you start practicing with your speed-key.  This 
will prevent the development of bad habits at the outset. 
 

Steps for Speed-key Adjustment: 
 
1) Looking at the diagram below, identify the Lever Pivoting Screw (A).  Set the vertical 

tension on the Arm such that it moves freely from side to side, but with minimum vertical 
motion. 

 
2) Locate the Right Trunnion Screw (D) – see inset drawing.  Adjust it so that the end of the 

Reed (H) rests very gently against the Damper (G).  The pressure against the Damper 
should be so light that it is not pushed away by the Reed. 

 
3) Next, adjust the Left Trunnion Screw (C) so there is approximately 0.011 inch of space 

between the Arm and the Screw when the Arm is at rest.  While0.011 is recommended, up to 
0.015 inch is acceptable.  Use of a feeler gauge is recommended, these being readily 
available at most hardware outlets such as Sears. 

 
4) Now, with the Arm at rest, adjust the Dash Contact Adjusting Screw (B) so the spacing 

between the Arm and the Dash Contact is also approximately 0.011 inch. 
 
5) The Dit Contact Adjusting Screw (E) is adjusted by pressing on the Dit Paddle and holding 

it in this position until the vibrating Reed comes to rest.  While continuing to hold the Dit 
Paddle, adjust the Dit Contact Adjusting Screw so that it makes light but solid contact with 
the Contact Spring (F) on the Reed (H). 
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6) If a Simpson 260 or equivalent VOM is available, connect the meter across the key and set it 
to the R x 1 position.  Depress the Dit Paddle.  A mid-scale deflection (typically between the 
10 and 15 ohm range) should indicate correct dit adjustment. 

 
7) The dit contact can be adjusted for various applications.  Heavier dits can be useful for 

communications circuits operating at lower speeds (<15 wpm).  Shorter dits are useful for 
high-speed radiotelegraph circuits or Morse circuits. 

 
8) Adjust the Dit Retractive Spring (I) and the Dash Tension Spring (J) for the minimum 

tension necessary to insure clean character formation. 
 
9) If using segmented weights, move only one weight at a time along the Reed to increase 

speed, leaving the unused weights toward the rear of the Reed.  Make sure the weights do not 
rub against the Damper. 

 
 

USEFUL POINTERS ON THE CARE AND USE OF A SPEED-KEY 
 
• When cleaning the contacts on a semiautomatic key, NEVER use sand paper or other highly 

abrasive substances.  A piece of bond paper works quite well, as do burnishing tools used for 
relays and stepping switches. 

 
• Once the “bug” is properly adjusted, practice sending names and telephone numbers at 

random out of the directory.  Try varying the speed at which you are sending from column-
to-column.  After a few evenings of this, you will be an “expert” operator. 

 
• Unlike the electronic keyer, the bug is manipulated mainly by rolling the wrist and forearm 

as opposed to moving the fingers.  Make sure you have a reasonably flat surface on which 
you can rest your forearm, just as in the case of the standard key. 

 
• Generally, the bug should stay in one place on the table without the use of nails, straps, glue, 

etc.  While some movement is typical on smooth surfaces, heavy movement probably 
indicates excessive tension on the dot and dash lever springs.  Save a horse!  Set the tension 
to the minimum necessary. 

 
Have fun, and enjoy the first time someone says; “You mean you’re using a bug!  Heck, I though 
you were using a keyer!” 
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